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Introduction
Global businesses seek equally global law
firms, a challenge to which the legal profession
is responding rapidly. Some of the world’s
largest law firms now have a presence in both
major and emerging markets, through mergers
and acquisitions or expansion into different
geographic areas.
The effects of globalisation mean that the type
of transactions carried out by international
businesses demand multi-disciplinary and
multi-jurisdictional legal advice. Businesses
require the services of lawyers already familiar
with their work, who are able to guarantee
premium quality, regardless of where that
business is located.
Thousands of lawyers may work under
the banner of a single firm, yet may be
dispersed throughout the world, working and
specialising in the legal practice areas that
keep the modern global business machine
well oiled. Despite doom-laden reports about
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the current state of the world economic
situation, top law firms continue to compete
for excellent candidates. There seems to be
a strong demand for internationally qualified
and deployable legal professionals.
Dual-qualification is perceived as one of
a mix of important skills needed for the
international marketplace.

The Survey
In September/October 2012, IRN Research
interviewed 76 large commercial law firms
with multi-national interests (54 in the UK
and 22 in Hong Kong, Singapore and Australia)
to obtain feedback on recruitment options,
employment and roles for dual-qualified or
international lawyers in the legal marketplace.
Interviews were conducted with a range of job
functions but predominantly HR Managers and
Directors, Senior Partners, and Recruitment/
Training Managers.
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Recruitment of Dual-Qualified and International Lawyers
Results
Recruitment of dual-qualified lawyers and
international lawyers
A majority of law firms are actively planning
for the recruitment of dual-qualified lawyers
or international lawyers not yet dual-qualified.
Moreover, most of the law firms envisage
that dual-qualified lawyers or international
lawyers will allow their firm to increase the
scope of their offering to clients with interests
or transactions in or concerning the native
jurisdictions of the dual-qualified lawyers.
Job Roles
The most frequent role for dual-qualified
lawyers in both UK and overseas law firms is
in consultancy services for clients, followed by
general firm-wide jurisdictional and language
translation advice as a Professional Support
Lawyer. Also notable is the importance placed
on the role played by dual-qualified lawyers in
developing the firm’s business in new
territories.
Major law firms recognise the added-value
and marketable skills offered by dual-qualified
lawyers, which strengthen the employing law
firm’s offering and ability to attract and service
their clients, wherever they do business.
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Table 1: Planned recruitment of dual-qualified
or international lawyers in next 12 months
(number)
Band
a. 0
b. 1-2
c. 3-5
d. 6-10
e. 11+
Don’t know
Total

No of interviews
7
14
12
6
4
24
67

Table 2: Law firm roles for dual-qualified
solicitors (aggregate ranking out of 5)
Roles
1. Consultancy services for clients
2. General firm-wide jurisdictional
and language translation advice
as a Professional Support Lawyer
3. Developing contacts, winning
work and assisting or leading
business expansion in their
native jurisdiction.
4. Involvement in specific
transactions, matters or clients
that are cross-jurisdictional
5. Part of a team as a normal fee
earner in matters of English law

Rank
3.9
3.6

3.4

2.4

2.1
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Deployment Trends
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and another 57% would also consider sending
these lawyers to work in any office in their
international network.

The overwhelming majority of the law firms
that were interviewed already employ
dual-qualified or international lawyers.
In the UK, 87% of the firms already employ
dual-qualified or international lawyers and, for
overseas law firms, the percentage is 77%.

A significant majority of overseas law firms –
77% - would deploy dual-qualified lawyers
in any office in their international network.
Another 64% of those interviewed would
also be likely to employ these lawyers in the
country where the interviewee is based.

A large majority of UK law firms – 74% - would
deploy dual-qualified lawyers in their UK office

Table 3: Geographical deployment of dual-qualified solicitors (number)
Within firm's office of
solicitor's nave jurisdicon

18

37

21

Within the firm's UK office

12

Within another office in
firm's network
In-house secondment with
clients
Deploy to any office in firm's
network based on need

48
16

No
26

17
7

0

Employment Trends
Overseas, 17 out of 22 law firms interviewed
(77.2%) currently employ dual-qualified or
international lawyers and 14 out of 20 law
firms (70%) are planning to recruit more of
these solicitors in the next 12 months.
Most law firms expecting to recruit dual
qualified/international solicitors in the next
12 months will be recruiting between 1 and
5 solicitors in this category.

Yes

35

20
21

Possibly

33
48

17
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Table 4: Number of dual-qualified/international
solicitors employed
Band
a. 0
b. 1-2
c. 3-5
d. 6-10
e. 11+
Don’t know
Total

No of interviews
12
15
19
12
10
8
76
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Recruitment Trends
In the UK, law firms seeking to recruit
dual-qualified and international lawyers
see value in advertising on specialist online
legal sites as a means of effective recruitment,
although the primary means of recruitment is
through hiring recruitment agencies.
Table 5: Methods of recruitment of international
lawyers (aggregate ranking out of 5)
Recruitment Options
a. Recruitment agents/agencies
b. Internal advertising
c. Internet search
d. Job portal sites (please give
examples)
e. Unsolicited applications/direct
approaches by candidates
f. Word of mouth
g. Online – general recruitment
websites
h. Online – specialist legal sites
i. Print advertising – general
publications (e.g. newspapers)
j. Print advertising – specialist legal
publications

Rank
4.6
3.6
2.6
2.6
3.1
3.1
2.0
3.2
2.0
2.6

The Lawyer of the Future
When asked if a dual-qualified lawyer fits the
bill in terms of a lawyer equipped to serve
both firms and clients in the international
legal market of the future, the majority of the
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UK law firms that were interviewed regard
dual-qualification as being one of a number of
important qualities such as good commercial
knowledge and technical skills or soft skills.
When combined with these other qualities,
multi-jurisdictional lawyers are viewed as having
the attributes to help law firms cope with and
thrive in the changing global market conditions.
A number of overseas interviewees place
a stronger emphasis on the importance of
dual-qualification, with it being a minimum
requirement for employees of law firms
operating in jurisdictions such as Hong Kong.

Conclusion
The global legal marketplace is sophisticated,
and the varied geographical and commercial
sectors drive demand for a range of skills and
qualities in modern lawyers.
The survey results demonstrate a consistent
and growing demand for international
lawyers among large UK and international
law firms, especially those with dual or multijurisdictional qualifications.
Firms recognise the added value and strategic
advantages they offer, and will continue to
offer as global market conditions change.
To learn more about the QLTS assessments
and how to dual-qualify as English solicitor visit: www.qlts.co.uk
Email: info@qlts.co.uk
Call us: + 44 (0) 207 117 6077
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